
GREAT SPACES

Four years after buying their imposing Victorian house on 
Langmeil Road Tanunda, Ann and Patrick Wells have yet to 
find a permanent home for many of their pictures – plans to 
remodel the extensive gardens are also on hold.

“Oh, it’s still a work in progress,” Ann sighs. “We haven’t even 
started on the upstairs bedrooms and the front of the house badly needs 
repainting – that’ll be a big job.”

Standing in the ultra-modern kitchen of her double-fronted villa, with 
its fresh worktops, stylish light fittings and f lawless ceramic tiled f loor, Ann 
clearly relishes what has already been achieved during Stage One of the 
renovation; the big central light, known as The Vessel, is a special delight.

“This is a great space. It works really well – if we have friends over we 
all sit around the central workbench and chat,” she says. “When Patrick 
[a GP based in Nuriootpa] comes home from work he sits here and we 
download while I do the cooking.”

The well-planned kitchen, with its bright blue splashbacks and glam 
recessed lighting, f lows effortlessly into a large family room – and then 
onto an expansive outdoor deck. These three spaces are part of a light-
filled, modern extension designed by JBG Architects in Tanunda.

“I loved my Vine Vale house but the kitchen was separate from the 
entertainment area,” says Ann. “If we had dinner parties, I wasn’t part of 
the conversation.”

Apart from providing much-needed entertainment space, the new 
extension, which is bold and modern in its design, provides extensive 
views of the soon-to-be-landscaped garden, which runs right down to 
the North Para River.

“We were worried that the addition would look really out of place,” 
Ann says. “But when you look from the back of the property you can’t 
see the old part of the house. And from the front it’s impossible to see the 
new part.”

Having decided to sell their Vine Vale property, where Ann managed 
an organic vineyard, the couple set out to find a house in town which 
offered some of the attractions of country living; with its generous block 
and two large sheds, the Langmeil Road house fitted the bill perfectly.

“For a house of this age, we were surprised at how light the rooms 
were,” recalls Ann. “But walking around the back and seeing all that 
space really sealed it for us.”

For all of its positives – a large block, architectural charm, proximity to 
town and large wine cellar – the house lacked a unified entertainment space. 
The existing bathrooms and kitchen also needed a make-over.

Once the plans were finalised, the couple called up local builder Roger 
Kruger who had done some renovations on their house in Vine Vale. Ann 
describes Roger a perfectionist and also heaps praise on the work of  
his subcontractors.

“For us, the major project was to create a large family area, which 
would f low into the kitchen and outdoor deck – and I think what we’ve 
created here fulfils that brief,” says Ann.

“We recently had 85 people here for a party and it worked really well. 
The house never felt cramped.”

While the front portion of the house retains its sense of Victorian 
grandeur, with pressed metal ceilings and large sash windows, the couple 
wanted to create something more casual and Mediterranean in the  
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“We were worried about marrying the new 
extension with the old part of the house.  
But I think the final result speaks for itself – 
it’s now a much more welcoming space.”  
Ann Wells
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GREAT SPACES

newly-created extension – hence the use of semi-glazed porcelain tiles. 
“Initially, I was worried that the new f looring would be too cold, but tiles are 
used everywhere in Italy, so I thought, why not?” says Ann. “And it generally 
suits our older furniture – although we needed to buy a new lounge suite.”

The new owners have also remodelled the front of the house, 
refreshing the master bedroom, ripping out the old downstairs bathroom 
and also creating a walk-in robe from the adjacent bedroom.

While the colour scheme is fairly muted (cream and white walls and 
oat-toned carpets) Ann has let her creative side run wild in the furnishing 
department – choosing rich, colourful fabrics for the curtains and upholstery.

“I’m really delighted with the curtains,” she says. “They were all made 
by Julie Limb of Heritage Window Treatments and installed by Décor 
Made Easy in Tanunda – they’ve done a really great job. I’ve tried to 
pick up some of the colours in the new chair fabrics. It’s been great fun 
bringing some of our lovely antique chairs back to life.”

This careful attention to detail is very evident in the choice of bright 
red Chinois curtains in the small reception/reading room. The nearby 
antique winged-back chair has been covered in darker Chinois fabric 
depicting scenes from rural life in China; a large bronze Jaguar at its feet.

“Patrick’s mother was terrified as a child by the Jaguar,” recalls Ann. 
“It was a gift to Patrick’s grandfather, Dr Guy Lendon, by a grateful 
patient who was unable to pay his account.”

Fitting the curtains proved something of a challenge. Because the two 
sash windows have an unusually short drop, Ann consulted Steven Angel 
of Décor Made Easy who custom-made a recessed blind, in matching 
fabric, to create the illusion of a larger window. 

Matching the old and the new has been an ongoing challenge for Ann 
and Patrick, whether integrating the new addition to the existing house 
or accommodating their collection of antique furniture, including a large 
mahogany dining table, grandfather clock and numerous sideboards, 
chairs and occasional tables.

“I think the final result speaks for itself – it’s now a much more 
welcoming space,” says Ann. 

Apart from re-modelling the interior of the house, the new owners 
have also introduced a number of environmental initiatives – installing 
extra rainwater tanks and solar panels.

“The solar panels heat the water for our underf loor heating system,” 
she says. “We don’t use any mains water as we have plenty of storage.”

Landscaping and drought-proofing the gardens is the next project for these 
new-born townies, who admit that making the transition from rural life to 
suburbia has been easier than they could have imagined.

“People don’t realise how much work there is running a vineyard, even 
a small one. I was just over it,” says Ann. “We were just at a fork in the 
road, I guess. We needed to move – and I’m so glad we did.”

Above: Ann and Patrick Wells have enhanced the Victorian charm of their 1890s villa with a smart new colour scheme, magnificent drapes and rich upholstery, creating a sympathetic environment for 
their collection of antiques and family heirlooms. Left: A bold new extension, designed by JBG Architects, provides a contemporary, light-filled living and entertainment space.
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